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Lost at Sea
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“Lost at Sea was an exercise in using the gorgeous big scale polychromatic prints from my stash for the centre
circles. I didn’t worry about the style or colours just the size of the print. The background for the block was a
good space for medium sized prints while the points were a variety of graphic prints including spots, stripes and
all over florals in a variety of values.
The Mariner’s Compass blocks are appliquéd to plaid blocks keeping up the energy level of print on print. I
selected the animal print by Anna Maria Horner for the sashing strip as it was both light and dark values in one
fabric and maintained a line of contrast between all of the blocks. The sashing strip circles is one print in two
colours that just add a bit of interest to the strip while breaking down the grid look of the pattern.”
-Kathy Doughty, Material Obsession
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Cutting

Background strips* - 9 strips x 41/4”
Point 1 strips* - 9 strips x 3”
Point 2 strips* - 9 strips x 4”
Point 3 strips* - 9 strips x 51/2”

18” Fat Robin 60˚
Compass w/
Sunflower Center
(Need 9 assorted)
*Strips based on
42” usable width of
fabric.

9 x 91/2” squares
Sunflower Center
template included in
Fat Robin 60˚
Mariner’s Compass
Book
(finished size is 8.78”)

Background Squares
Need 9 assorted
21” squares
(finished block size is 20”)

Middle Cornerstones
16 - 41/2” squares
Made into 4 four-patch
squares and trimmed to
81/2” circle
(finished size will be 8”
- template for 81/2” circle
can be found in Fat Robin
Book)
Outside Cornerstones
48 - 3” squares
Made into12 four-patch
squares and trimmed to 5”
(finished size is 41/2”)
Sashing Strip Circles - 40 total
20 each of two fabrics - 31/2” squares
(finished size is 3” template provided on pg. 4)

Assembly

Sashing Strips
24 - 5”x 201/2”
(finished size is 41/2” x 20”)
Backing fabric and batting 84”x84”
Binding fabric
8 strips* x 21/2”

1 Make nine 18” Fat Robin Compass Blocks using the instructions in the Fat Robin 60˚ Mariner’s
Compass Book. Appliqué Sunflower centers onto your compass blocks. (Note that this center size is larger
than the center used for a traditional Fat Robin Mariner’s Compass Block)

2 Appliqué compass blocks onto Background squares (or use instructions from Fat Robin Book to sew your
Compass Blocks into the Background squares). Trim finished blocks to 201/2”.

Notice how a couple of these blocks are rotated off of their North, South, East, West orientation.
Remember this quilt is called “Lost at Sea”!
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3 Make Outside Cornerstones by sewing 3” squares into 12 four-patch squares and then trimming these
squares down to 5”.

4 Assemble quilt top by sewing together Compass Blocks, Outside Cornerstones, and Sashing Strips.

5 Make Middle Cornerstones by sewing 41/2” squares into 4 four-patch squares. Trim four-patch squares into
81/2” circles and appliqué onto middle cornerstones. Appliqué 3” finished Sashing Strip Circles onto Middle
Cornerstones and Sashing as shown in illustration below.

Middle Cornerstones
Sashing Strip Circles
Sashing Strip Circles
for cornerstones

6 Lay the quilt top on the batting and backing and baste. Quilt as desired. Sew together binding strips end to
end with mitered seams and bind quilt.
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3” Sashing Strip Circle Template
(dashed line includes seam
allowance - 31/2”.)

“I had the pleasure of meeting Kathy at Quilter’s Affair in Sister’s, OR when we were both teaching there last
summer, and was excited when she took an interest in my rulers. When she showed me the pictures of what she
was creating, I knew I wanted to share her take on what you could do using my rulers. Kathy’s fearless fabric and
color choices make dynamic quilts and show you a bit of her adventurous side. I encourage you to take the
opportunity to check out more of her work and I’m hoping “Lost at Sea” will inspire you to make your own
creative leap - where will your compass take you?”
-Robin Long, Robin Ruth Design
www.robinruthdesign.com
Video shorts (animated overviews) for all blocks at www.robinruthdesign.com/intro-video/
Real time video tutorials at www.robinruthdesign.com/videos/
All videos also available on my FREE app.
Search Robin Ruth Design at the App Store or at Google Play.
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